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Putin has actively sought to destabilize the EU by
supporting nationalist, populist parties like the League. In
May, the Austrian gov’t fell after a video revealed the
leader of Austria’s R wing discussing public contracts in
exchange for RU campaign aid.

Audio Suggests Secret Plan for Russians to Fund Party of Italy’s Salvini
A similar recording brought down the Austrian government this year, but Italy’s most
powerful politician has deflected the flap around his nationalist party.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/10/world/europe/salvini-russia-audio.html

“Funding to an Italian political party by a foreign state is illegal,” said Emanuele

Fiano, member of Parliament who called on Mr. Salvini to appear before the Lower

House to explain the financial negotiation heard on the tape. 
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most powerful politician has deflected the flap around his nationalist party.
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“It’s also dangerous to know that an Italian party has a contract of collaboration with

a foreign state,” he added in an interview. 
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Two former prime ministers from the Democratic Party also called on Wednesday for

an official inquiry. 

Audio Suggests Secret Plan for Russians to Fund Party of Italy’s Salvini
A similar recording brought down the Austrian government this year, but Italy’s
most powerful politician has deflected the flap around his nationalist party.
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Heard on the tape:  

 

“Next May will be the European election,’’ Gianluca Savoini, Mr. Salvini’s longtime

aide, unofficial liaison to Russia and a strong advocate for a nationalist resurgence

throughout Europe said. 

Audio Suggests Secret Plan for Russians to Fund Party of Italy’s Salvini
A similar recording brought down the Austrian government this year, but Italy’s
most powerful politician has deflected the flap around his nationalist party.
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‘‘We want to change Europe. A new Europe has to be close to Russia as before

because we want to have our sovereignty.”  

 

#Populism #Nationalism #Bannon #Salvini #Putin #LePen #Farage #Trump 
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An unnamed Russian oil company — through intermediaries — would sell at least 3

million metric tons of fuel over the course of a year to Italy’s oil giant Eni for about

$1.5 billion. 
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The Russian oil company would then discount the gas at a value of about $65 million,

according to an analysis by Buzzfeed, and it would be that money that intermediaries

would secretly funnel to the League. 
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According to “the planning made by our political guys,” one of the unidentified

Italians on the tape said, that money 
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🏵Salivini RU Meeting🏵 

Alberto Nardelli
@AlbertoNardelli

We have obtained a secret audio recording of a Moscow meeting 
between three Russian operatives and a close aide to Italian 
Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini negotiating a plan to pump 
money from a Russian oil deal into Salvini’s far-right Lega 
partybuzzfeednews.com/article/albert…

22.5K 10:03 AM - Jul 10, 2019

18.7K people are talking about this

Revealed: The Explosive Secret Recording That Shows How R…
A close aide to Italy's deputy prime minister Matteo Salvini held
covert talks to pump Russian oil money to his far-right party.
buzzfeednews.com

Read The Full Transcript Of The Italian Far Right And Russia Oil-Deal Meeting 

“We want to change Europe. A new Europe has to be close to Russia as before

because we want to have our sovereignty.” 

Read The Full Transcript Of The Italian Far Right Russia Oil Deal Meeting
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Read The Full Transcript Of The Italian Far-Right-Russia Oil Deal Meeting

“We want to change Europe. A new Europe has to be close to Russia as before
because we want to have our sovereignty.”

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/buzzfeednews/transcript-lega-russia-oil-deal-m…

‼ It’s all connected folks!  

 

The anti-EU/NATO wing of European politics has always been particularly attractive

to the Kremlin, seeking as it does to undermine western democratic institutions and

values. 

 

Nigel Farage & Steve Bannon: What Exactly Is The Connection? - EU T…
Nigel Farage & Steve Bannon: What Exactly Is The Connection? - EU Today

https://eutoday.net/news/politics/2018/nigel-farage-steve-bannon-what-exactly-is-the-c…

Nigel Farage has been referred to by the Kremlin based media outlet RT (formerly

Russia Today) as their “favourite British politician”,  
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In Belgium, there is a group known as ‘The Movement’. Originally launched by

Belgian businessman Mischaël Modrikamen, another admirer of Trump, it has been

effectively taken over by Bannon, who is said to be funding it. #Bannon 
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Other politicians involved include Italy’s Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini, who

as an MEP sat with Nigel Farage’s political group in the European Parliament.  
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In 2009 Salvini notoriously called for racial segregation on Italian public transport.

Salvini & LePen are currently in the process of forming a new political “supergroup”

in the European Parliament, the “Europe of Nations”. 

Marine Le Pen & Matteo Salvini reject Nigel Farage's Leadership in Eur…
Marine Le Pen & Matteo Salvini reject Nigel Farage's Leadership in Euro
Supergroup - EU Today

https://eutoday.net/news/politics/2019/marine-le-pen-matteo-salvini-reject-nigel-farage…

Salvini’s former party, Lega Nord, a significant number of whose members have

convictions for racially motivated offences, was known to be courting Russian

funding,  

. 

But Salvini is not the only link with Farage. 
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#BRI 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

China’s Xi Jinping is pleased with  of Italy’s Matteo Salvini 
 

Italy rattles US and EU with likely support for China's Belt and 
Road 
Leaders set to endorse Italy’s role in ‘Silk Road’ trade network 
during Xi Jinping’s visit this 
weektheguardian.com/world/2019/mar…

25 12:51 AM - Apr 9, 2019

19 people are talking about this

Italy rattles US and EU with likely support for China's Belt and …

Leaders set to endorse Italy’s role in ‘Silk Road’ trade network during
Xi Jinping’s visit this week
theguardian.com

#Pope 
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Replying to @karolcummins

Which explains the core reason of Bannon’s hatred of Pope 
Francis. 
 

Steve Bannon ‘told Italy’s populist leader:  
 

’Pope Francis is the enemy’ 
 

Trump’s ex strategist advised Matteo Salvini ‘to target pontiff’s
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Trump s ex-strategist advised Matteo Salvini to target pontiff s 
stance on plight of refugees’ 
. theguardian.com/world/2019/apr…

29 6:11 PM - Apr 16, 2019

22 people are talking about this

Steve Bannon ‘told Italy’s populist leader: Pope Francis is the …
Trump’s ex-strategist advised Matteo Salvini ‘to target pontiff’s stance
on plight of refugees’
theguardian.com

Matteo Salvini Is Key For Bannon's Strategy In The European Elections 

Matteo Salvini Is Key For Bannon's Strategy In The European Elections
Ahead of the EU's Parliament elections, Steve Bannon has been acting as the
connective tissue between the right-wing populist parties across the Union. To do
so, he has been allying with Matteo Salvi…

https://www.forbes.com/sites/annalisagirardi/2019/04/22/matteo-salvini-is-key-for-bann…

‼ It’s all connected.  

 

#Putin & #Bannon’s “The Movement” hyping Far Right themes of #Nationalism

#Populism #AntiEU #AntiImmigrant etc.  

#Orban #LePen #Salvini #Farage #Trump & more.  

 

📌All funded by Putin’s TOC laundromat 
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• • •

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Bannon’s Strategy to Propel the Far Right’s (TOC*) 
Authoritarian Agenda Harnesses the Effective Manipulation of 
Far Right & Far Left movements/organizations to destroy 
Western Liberal Democracy. 

 
*Transnational Organized Criminals
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